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FOREWORD

411

As part of the Department's competency-baSed thrust, the analysis of test
results is being conducted and reported. .Performance data from tests and
other sources are critical in the educational procesS and should be'used to
assist students, improve instruction, and upgrade programs. The efforts to
date by teachers, principals and specialists are makipg significant .impact
on the achievement of students as indicated by the test results.

Although-recent test results indicate overall improvement statewide, it is
hoped that each level within the Department will continue to conduct review
and analmis of formal data to determine student needs' and related interven-
tion activities. The momentuu for positive change has begun and should be
maintained, if not accelerated, as we work together to provide solid
foundation for all subsequent learning. 6
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I. OVERVIEW

'4

A. Purpose

The purposes of !this report-are:

I

-1. To provide information on" the.effectivenesS,of the mathematics program
in tlie elementary school, including identification of deficiency areas
which require attention and the. implicationsand recommendations for
improving instruction towards. the goals and objectives of the'Foundations-
Program and Mathematics Education.

4

2. To provide a model for subsequent district and school analyses.

It is expected that state, district and school level imp)rovewent efforts
will be directed at.the identified deficiency areas.

._

B. Background of thejest Administration

I

The Stanford.Achievement Test (SAT) has been administered since the
mid-1970s to students of grades 2, 4, 6', 8, and 10 as a means of assessing
and analyzing student performance in planning program improvement.,
Beginning school year 1984-85, the SAT will not be administered to grade 4
in the Fall, but rather to grade 3 in the Spring as part of the Competency i4

Based Measures (CBM). For.the purpose of this report, the data, analysis
and recommendations for improvement 14-111 be restricted to the 1.1,077
studentsepf grade 6 who Were tested dbring the Fall of 1984.

Approach for Program Analysis

. The following framework4-guided the program planner for mathematics, in the
analysis process. With minor modification or changes in focus,4the
framework maybe used 12y schools or teachers in the assessment of test
results for use in instructional planning and deliver*.

.

1. How well does the test measure the Program efforts? (Cur-riculum
Validity).

a. How well does the subtest content (items) reflect the major program
emphatseS?

b. Are there test items that measure what is not taught until, later in
the school experience?

c. Are ther%major emphases "Or grade 6 that. are not measured by this
test?

2. How are the students performing? (Student Achievethent)

a. How well are the students doing statewide?

b. Are there variations among subtest: areas?

7) -3-
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c. Are variations what w6uld have been expected? If (;o, why?

AIL..

d. Are variations consistent across all-seven districts?

Each subttst was analyzed accohling to task description, student
gerformanc0, implications for program/instructibn, and recommendations for
improvement. -

0
D. General Summary of Performance

The statewide.summary of group stanine results indicatesthat sixth grade
students in Hawaii performed' better than the national-norm population with
80% scoring in the average and above average ranges, This is 3% higher than

the national norm (77%)_. . ..
,

Jyr

1i) :1

below Above

Average % Average % Avera9eg%

National 23
4

54 23
1

Hawaii's 6th Graders 20 .54 26
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.. 1k.' Overall lmalysis
4 I

S dnf :AThe Sta r chievement Jest (SA-0.,
subtests related to the' area of math
MatheMatics'CoMputation, and Mathema

GRADE "ADMINISTRATION, .

/- .-
,

I

.--

Mediate Leyel II, includes-three
Mathematics Concepts,
cations.

a

or

C

. . ,

. '.

1. Curriculum Val i di ty.,

tot

The curriculum validity.of the telt-is determined by comparing the test
...itell with the Grade 6 Eoundation Progrtm-Rerformance Expectations and
Grade 5) learners objectives of the-Mathematics Program Guide. Although
students are in the sixth' grade, the-test is-administered early in the-
Fall and measures achievement up to th& end of the fi'th grade,

- Analysis of 'the SAT indicates that the test is moddrately effective in- ..

assessing the attainment of the goals, Objectives, and performance.
_expectations of the State Mathematics- Program. There Are 16 performance-
expectations of Foundation Program Objective'l: Develop basic skills
for lea'rningand effective communication with others. The test does, not

. measure five perfOrmance expecqions in the areas of decimal computa-.
. - tion, geometry, measprement, and making 'graphs and tabres. Another six

lOerformancq.expectations are only partially measured. Still another
performance expectation is measured by only one item:

The problem-solving process is a major goal of the,\mathematics program
as well 'as of the Fouridation Program (Foundation Program Objective III:
Develop decision'making and problem- solving skills). There are eight
performanCe expectation's of which the SAT addresseg two. Each
performance expectationis measured by only one item.

Approximately 18% Of the items'measure expectations which are not
included in the State Mathematics Program or.which may require
performance at level beyond grade 6.

2. Student- Performance * ir

The results -(see Figure 1) indicate,that the sixth grade students in
Hawaii scored better than the national norm population 01l two subtests.
Students scored higher in Mathematics'Computation and Concepts than. in
Mathematics Applications: A comparison of the 1983 and 1984 results
reveals the following:

a. Theiv is no significant change in the number right and scaled scores
for all three subtesn. The scaled scores are based upon the raw
scores. Scaled score's enab4e the interpreterto compare feft grade
to grade, battery to battery, and form to form, the scores within a
single test area. Scaled scores are:hot comparable from one test
area, to another.

a
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Subtest

-

b. A review of the Stanine distributiOns indicates:

1)- Within the Mathematics Concepts subtest, the 1984 results are 1%
higher4.han the 1983 results. The percent of students scoring
An the average and above average ranges (84%) is higher than the
percent of students in thd nation (77%) scoring in the same
ranges.

2) Within the Mathematics Computation subtest, the 1984 results are
the same as the 1983 results. The percent of students in Hawaii
scoring in the average and above average ranges (84%) is higher

'" than the percent of students in the nation (77%) scoring in the
same ranges.

3) Within the Mathematics. Applications subtest, the 1984 results

are 1% higher than,the 1983 results. The percent of students in
Hawaii scoring in the average and above average ranges (75%) is

ilOwer than the percent of students in the natton (77%) scoring
in the same ranges.

'Mean

Number
Right

Scores StanineDistribution-

Scaled Below Average Above

Scores 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Norm '83 '84 Norm '83 .'84 Norm '83 '84 Norm '83 '84 Norm '83 '84

Concepts 3 20 20 20 170 170 170 23 17 16 .54. 53 54 23 .30 30

Computation' '24 26 26 169 171 171 23 16 16 54 57 59 23 27 25

Applications 24 22 23 167 164 164 23 26 25 54 54 55 23 20 '20

Figure -1

3. Implications
v,

Although sixth grade students perform as well as or better than the norm

. population of the test in NO ,subtest areas, program improvement should
'continue in all areas.

4. Recommendations

Analysis should be made of each of the subtests to identify those items

students did notperlform well on. Comparison of these items with the
performance expectations should be made, reasons for student performance
should be.determined.. and improvement strategies-should be implemented

where appropriate. Although the problem-solving process is not tested
fully in the Applications subtest, a priority should be placed on the
instructional.delivery of the problem-solving process and development of
logical thinking gills to improve overall mathematics performance.

-8-
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B. Subtext Analysis

4

The following is an analysis of each subtest relative to the task'
requirements student performance ir'Hawaii as compared to national
performance, implications, and recommendations. The student performance
comparison is made with respect to the mean p- values in each of the
item- grouping areas (each subtest is divided into three or four groups in
which the test items are closely related). The p-value, which gives the
percent of students answering the problems correctly, is used to determine
what students may need help with.1 A comparison of local p-values with those
of the national norm is used in discussing the implications which .are drawn
from the relationship of performance expectations.with the SAT item
objectives.

Further study within each of the item-group areas is made for those areas in
which the local p-value is lower than the national p-value. Each item with
a lower p-value is listed, but only those items considered significantly
lower* Are discussed in the section on implications. 'Thus, the sections on
implications and recommendations will deal primarily .with identifying ar'eas
for program improvement..

1. Mathematics Concepts

a. Description of Task
1

The subtest consists of 35 items which require the student to. read
each item and select an answer from four options. -Item grokipings
are in four areas: 1) number, 2) notation, 3) operations, and .

4) geometry and measurement. .

b. .Studelterfbrmance

The chart below compares the local and national Mean p-valus.in
each item-gnouping area. The results show that students in'the
State ofiHawaii scored slightly higher in all areas except inP.
operations: A comparison between the 1983 and 1984 results shows a

slight decrease in all areas except geometry'and measurement.

Local % National % Difference

1983 1984 1983 1984

Number 57 57 , 55 +2 . 2
4

Notation 61 61 56 +5 +5

Operations 64 63 64 , -0-- -0-
Geometry, measurement 55 54 50 +5 +4

Figure' 2

*Items with local- p-values at least 4 percentage points lower than_ the
national norm are consiOred significantly low.

-9-
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Item analysiS indicates that the test objectives where students

scored lower were as follows:

1) Number

a) Subtracts in the finite system of a clock module (item 20*).

b) Determi es number of units on number line (item 34).

2) .Notatidn.

a) t.Id tifI'es numeral expressed in expan d notation (item 6)..

dentifies digitS that are in the spec fied period of a
Oven numeral. (item 810.

c) 'Identifies another name `for gived'nuMeral representedinv
exponential' form (item '35 *)'.

°1*

3) Operations

a) Chooses number sentence which describes gOen operation
(item 7). 1

b) Identifies division as-inverse of multiplication (item 14*).

c) Chooses term which illustrateS that division is.distributed
/ over addition (item 25*).

4) Geometry and Measurement

a) Identifies missing number in ordered pair (item 3 *).

b) Identifies number of empty set (item 4*).

c) 'Solves probldm in elementaryjogic (item 15).

d) St Ives problem in elementary logic, using Venn "diagrams
(item 30).

Specific items ideach of the above areas where students scored'
significantly ldWer were items 3, 4, 8, 14, 20, 25, and 35. The

p-values for these items were also significantly lower in 1983.

c. Implications

Although overall student performance was slightty higher than the
national norm, sixth grade students of Hawaii did not do as well as

t4 norm gre.dup on.specific items that require 1) hbtracting in th4

finite system of .a clock module, 2) identifying digits that are. in a

*P-value is significantly lower than the national p-value.

-10-
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specified period of a givertnumeral, 3) identifying another name for
a given ndmeral expressed fin eNponentiaLform,14) identifying.
division as the inverse of multiplication, 5) choosing a term which
illusteates that di'Vision is di tributed over addition, %

6) identifying the missing number of an ordered pair, and
7) Identifying the number of 04-empty-set.

SitideptS may haVe.had difficulty with the itemsdealing with
exponents, the multiplicattVe inverse, ordered pairs, empty set, and
khe distributive_ property of division over addition since these
measure concepts ttudents arp expected to have in later g..ades.
However, identifying digits of a specified period and determining
the number of hours which have lapsed between two specified times
'are, concepts students are expected to have had by the end of the
fifth grade. ,x

d. Recommendtiong 1.

Contir-W to .pursue the performance expectations with a,closer 1 ook,
at the related learner objectives that deal with. place value and
computing meastrements of time. Reasons should be determined for
students' performance, priorities should be-set, and. work should
begin towards improvement.

2. Mathematics Computation

a. Description of Task

*
The subtest consists of 45 items. Iteb.1-24 consist of,number
sentences which must be completed by the appropriate 1

(;,<, or =)

Items 25-45 are computation algorithms,'With five answer otions
including the NH (not here) option. Problems involve addition and
subtraction of two, three, and four-digit numerals; multiplication
with as many as three-digit multipliers; anddivision with one and
two-digit divisors.

101!

Item groupings -are in four areas: 1) knowledge of primary facts and
solution of simple mathematical sentences, 2) addition and
subtraction algorithms, 3) multiplication and divisionalgorithms,
and 4) common fractions.

-IA.-. 12



-b. Student Perforwance.-,

The chart below compares local and national p-values in the item
groups. The results show that the students in Hawaii scored higher
in all areas, except common fractions. These results are very
similar to those of the previous year. Slight decreases -are

reflected in all areas.

Local % National % Difference

1983 '1984 1983 1984

Knowled* of primary .

facts and solutip of
simple mathematical.
sentences

Addition and Subtrac-
tion Algorithms '

Multiplication and
Division Algorithms'

Common Fractions

63 62 61 +2 +1 .

,-----

61 60 54 +7 +6

52 51' , 46 +6 +5

41 40 41 -0- -1 "

Figure 3

Item analysis tes that'test objectives where students scored
lower were as f s: ,.. AP

.

1) Knoialedge of imary. facts and solution of, simple mathematical'

sentences. .

a) Recognizes numeral distributed into two factors (items 8*

and 20*). 1% !'-
r % 1,

) Compares values of two common fractions with equal-
numerators (item 17*).

,

c) Renames impropei- fractions as mixed numerals (item 18*).

d) Compares two fractional rep Osentations of a whole number
(item 19*).

e) Simplifies expression within parentheses before performing
any other operation (item 21).

f) Simplifies expression within parentheses before multiplyinc
(item 15)..

*P-value is significantly lower than the national p-value.

-12-
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2) Multiplication and divisioln algorithms

a) Divides two -digit 'numeral by'one-digit diviso{ and obtains
quotient with remainder (item 44).

3L Common fractions

a) Finds unit fraction of a multiple of the denominator
(item 30*).

b) Adds two fractions which have common,denominator and sum
greater than one (item 42).

Specific items in each of the above areas where students scored
significantly lower were items 8, 17-20, and 30. The p-values for
these items. were also significantly lower in 1983.

4.t

Implications

,? Although overall student performance was slightly higher than the
national.norm, sixth grade students of Hawaii did not do as well at
the norm grOup on specific items that require:

Cr
1) recognizing the numeral distributed into two factors,

2) comparing values of two fractions with equal numerators,

3) renaming improper fractions as mixed numerals,

4J comparing two fractiOnal representations of a whole number, and

5) finding the unit fraction of a multiple of the denominator.

Comparing values of two common frictions with equal numerators,
renaming improper fractions as mixed numerals, and comparing
fractional representations of whole-numbers are expectations
,students should have met by thekerid of the fiftb grade. However,
recognizing numerals distributed into two factoi-s and finding.the
unit fraction are expectations of students by the end of the sixth
grade.,

d. Recommendations

Continue to pursue the performance expectations with a focus on the
instructional strategies related to the specific learner objectives
that address comparing and renaming fractions. Program improvement

*P-value is significattly lower than the national p- value.

-13-
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may include proA ding students with more experiences using fractions
as well as providing teachers with the instructional strategies to
teach concepts and skills, in this area. In addition, analyses of
amount of time speri and textbook coverage of these areas should be
made to determine reasons for students' low performance.

3. Mathematics Applications

a. Description of Task

The subtest consists of 40 story-problem items. involving use of
proportions; measurement; cost estimation; fractions; and graph,
table, and map reading. There are five answer options, not all
containing the NH option. Item groupings are in five areas:
1) selection of appropriate operation, 2) analysis and development
of a solution d6sign, 3) rate and scale Problems, 4) measurement,
and 5) graph reading and ,interpretation.

b. Student Performance

The chart below compares local and national mean p-values in the
item-grouping areas. The results show that students in the State of
Hawaii scored lower in all areas except in graph reading and
interpretation. These results are the same as those of the previous
year. .

. Local % National % Difference

Selection of 4pPropriate

1983 1984 1983 1984

operation q5 _75 . t0 -5 -5

Analysis and development .

of a solution design 55 55 ,57 -2 -2

Rate and scale r 53 53 .:5, -4 -4

Measurement 39 39 '42 -3 -3

Graph reading and .

interpretation 56 56
5

+1 +1

(figure 4

Item analysis indicates that almost all of the test objectives had
lowerp-values, except for those items requiring 1) adding and
subil'Acting in two-step sequence, 2) rounding prices to estimate
total prise, 3) determining correct change, 4) determining
*additional information, 5) determining percent of figure shaded,
6) adding measures of time, 7) finking area of a region, 8) finding

[differences between dates, on a table, and 9) using bar graph to
determine specific information and to mak comparisons.

4
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Items where p-values were significantly lower were:

1) Selection of appropriate operation

a) Dilking.to find number of equal units (items 7 and 11).

,b) Diiiding to find "how many" of unit number (item 9).

c) Finding total number of objects expressed in different
measures of quantity (item 12).
. .

2) Analysis and development.of solution design

a) Multiplying and adding in two-Atep sequence (item 13).

b) Rounding price of item and estimating price for a number of
items (16).

y*

.c)i.Multiplying and subtracting in two-step sequence (item 32).

d) Translating verbal problem into a mathematical sentence
I. (item 23).

3) Rate and scale problems

a). Determining specific rate (items 1 and 19).

bY Finding unit fraction of a nuTbec(item 24).

c) Interpreting map scale to determine relative distances
(item 34).

d) Expressing part of total as a fraction (item 36).

e) Determining,a specific rate bp.sed upon an average (item 3).

4) Measurement

a) Converting standard units of linear measure (item 30)r r(

b) Converting standard units of;-liquid measure (item 38).

c) Subtracting two measures and convdrtylnnto another.unit of
measure (item 40).

eGraph reading and interpretation

a) Using bar graph to combine frequencies (item 29).

The p-values for all of these items, except items ,3 and 23 were also
significantly low in- 1983.

-15-
16
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c. Implications

All of the items aboveexcept items 23, 24, 30, 38, and 40 are
related to performance expectations or learner objectives that
students should have met by the end of the fifth grade. Items 24;

121, 30, 38, and '40 measure performance expectations or learner
objectives df the sixth grade or later. Translating verbal problems

into mathematical,entences (item 23) is not a specific objective of

the mathematics program.

Items students were expected to do better on involved the use of the

four algorithms (addition, subtraction, multiplication, And -

divislon), measurement, proportion, fractions, cost estimation, and
graph reading and interpretation. Since students tended to do well

in the Computation subtest, it may not be lack of a specific

computational skill that is .the cause of error, but inexperience in
applying the problem-solving process. Howevei., the specific area of
computing with fractions was low in both of the Computation and
ApplicationS subtests, and should be a focus of program improvement.

d. Recommendations

Continue to pursue the performance expectations of the Mathematics

Program. Reasons should be deterMined for students' low performance

and work should begin towards improvement. Orogram improvement may

include providing students with more experiences involving computing

with fractions and problem-solving strategies. There are elementary

programs which address problem solving in consonance with the

Mathematics Program Guide. Some of these programs such as the
Curriculum Development Associates (CDA) Mathematics and

Comprehensive School Mathematics Program (CSMP).are being
implemented in several schools. Schools will need to determine if

these and other commercial programs that emphasizOproblem solving

can be used to meet their needs a/ alternativesto their existing

mathematics program.

s

The Mathe'Matics Program Guide also provides direction in identifying

problem-solving behaviors and strategies for teaching. Schools

should investigate to see how these strategies may be used for

teaching 'problem solving within their on-going program. Schools

should also look at the available in-service workshops which address

this need', and encourage their.teachers to participate.

17
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CONCLPIS

Item #

Appendix A

. Grade 6 SAT

Item-Matches
.,

A

Learner Objective (0) di!.

SAT Objective ' Performance_Expectation (PEI Grade

1 Identifies the place value of a digit Reads, writes, and orally names .5 LO

in a given numeral. numerals to 1,000,000 and identifies
# the place value of each digit.

. -

2 Identifies the missing terms in-a.
number sentence whicli illustrates the
associative property of addition.

Identies the missing number in, an
ordered pair.

3

4

5

6

7

Identifies the number of-the empty
set.

Adds. 3 or more numbers with sums of
18 or less.

-

2 LO

Recognizes patteilris for a set of c: 7 -8L0

numbers.

No match.

Chooses the number which belongs to <Cognizes patterns for a set of
. numbers.a given number series.

Identifies the numeral expressed in
expanded notation.

Chooses the number sentence which
describes a given operation.

8 Identifies the digits that are in a
specified pgriod of a given number.

9 Identifies the number which is and
.hundred greater than a given number.

10 DetermineS what percent of-a region
is-Waded.

11 DistingUishes a quadrilateral from
another geometric shape.

Writes numerals in, ekpanded and
exponential notation.

Uses algebraic techniques and des-
cribes their relationship to the
properties of the real numbers.

Ruck, writes, anI orally names 5 LO

numerals to 1,000;000 and identifies
the place value of, each digit.

Adds and subtracts whole numbers; 6 PE

multiplies any whole number by a
2-digit number; and divides any whole
number by a 1-digit number.,

A

b 4
7-8 LO

7-8 to

8 PE

Understands that percent is a special 6 LO

s

lirnamely ilto 100, and may be

lized as 1/100, .01, or 1%.
,

Solves simple ratio, proportion, , 6 PE

and percent problems:
0

Sorts polygons by{ observftig 5 LO

ties and,differences in theirproper-
ties, describes -common features of
figures in each class using different
'classifications.

\
Identifies and compares plane'and
solid geometric figures in the
environment:

-19-
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3 PE



Item # SAT Objective

e
12 Selects a set consisting only of

odd numbers.

Learner Object ve (LO) or
Performance Expe tion m)

Sorts plane and solid geometric '
figures according to heir obser.ved
properties:

Discovers special arrangements of
objects for even and .odd numbers.

( r

Grade

3 PL

2 LO

13 ChooseS a number sentence which Uses algebraic techniques and des-'-- 8 PE

explains the multiplicative identity. -cribes 'their relationship to the
properties of the real numbers.

14 'Identifies divisfbn as the inverse of No match. The term ,inverse is not

multiplication. . used although the'relationglip of
multiplication and division is an
objective in Grade 3.

i .

Solves a problem in elementar logic.. Makes inferences f each alternative FPO III

4 . and selects a solul9on based on 3 PE
. c-, i. information collected. . 6 PE

16: Chooses a triangle which is similar to Sorts geometric figtes into sets 4 U3
.a' given triangle. of similar ones.

rb

17 Translates a word form of a given
number into its Arabic numeral.

18 Selects the second factor of a given,
number' when one factor is given.

19 Determines what fractional part of an
area is shaded.

.20 .Subtracts in the finite system of a .

clock module.
Qv'

21 Identifies a line segment.

Explains relationships of the parts 8 PE
of a geometric figure and relationships
among geometric figures.

No match.

ti

Investigates multiples and factors r 3 LO
of a number; expresses a number

as a Multiple of some number;. and

expresses a number as a product of
factors.

Uses ratios to Compare quantities 6 PE
and measurements of objects.

Compares measurements of time. 4 LO
p

. Measures, reads, and compares lengths, 3 PE'

temperatures, masses, capacity,.times
of events, and quantities of money.

Identifies, natiles, and draw various 3,g
plane ,and solid geometric fi?jures.

22 Identifies a fraction which is equiva- FindA.e9uivalent fractions in a

lent to a given fraction. varlet of ways.

23 Deteiirrines the measurement of the Finds area4of regions by

. shaded area of a rectangular figure. different types of grids.

-20- .
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Item II . SAl Objective
Learner Objective (L0) or -;

Performance Expectation (PE)

24 'Selects the number line graph o{ a Interprets data given in a ltne 5 LO
defined 'set of numbers. graph.

25 Chooses a term'. which illustrates that Generalizes p4ertiesof numbers.
division is distribQte'd over addition.

Adds aril subtracts whole numbers;
multiplies .any whole number by a

2-digit number; and divides any
whole number by a 1-digit number.

26 Recognizes the description a a line Uses correct terminology in describ- 6 PE
segment. ing the properties of geometric

figures.

27 Rounds a given number to the nearest Vounds to the nearest thousand. 4 LO
hundred.

4,

Grade

7-8 LO

6 PL

28 Identifies two disjoint sets. No matcit. 4

29 Chooses a figure which has 4 right Locates examples of angles, forms
angle. 'angles and tests. for right an ls.

3 LO

Sorts plane and solid geometro 3-PE
figures according -to their obkrved .11±10

sproperbies.

30 Solves a problem'in eleirntary logic, No match.
using Venn diagrams.

try

31 -10Pwl:Aimtitos'da product to the nearest k RoundS to the nearest thoUSand..
hundred.

32 Estimates the distance between two
poirs, in metric units.

33 Identifies 'a Prime number.-

1

-Vsimates measurements and does,
driNmetic mentally.

Al

Locates distances and/or objects in
the environment that have lengths
about a kilometer, a meter, a deci-
meter nd a- centimeter.

1

- .

Vstimates m surements and does
arithmetic m ntally.'

1

Estimates aril measures len 0
capacity, and mas' (w6ight ) of objFcts
.using standard units. -

fi

4 LO -t

3 \PE- , _

PE /

6# PIP

. k. ,

Invest A ilO

\11113.

tes characterisc of 5

and comp site numbers and'classif-ies.
'number less than 50 as priTT.Or
e composite.

. Ar. .

1

t, 4

. 1111L -
e

-
-21-
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...qt. Learner Objective (LO) or

Iteinji SAT EfPObjective Performance Expectation (PE) Grade

34 Determinestthe number of units from Finds the opposite of, adds, sub- Aly. fA

one point to another on a number line. tracts, multiplies, and divides
t integers.

.Adds, subtracts, multiplies,lang
divides fractions and integers.

Abo.

35 Identifies another.name for a given Writes numerals in expanded and

numeral represented in exponential exponential notation.

form. ti

t.

COMPUTATION

Derives two addition facts.

7

20 twb4additio facts.

.

)
('. .

1 Oerive two addition
..
facts.

k

4 -,4*

4 Derives two. subtrat ion fact.

5 Drives two subtracttion facts.

S

6 Derives two multiplication 6cts.

*or

6 PE

Discovers and then memorizes addi- 2 LO

tion and subtraction facts through
sunis of 18.

ReCalls addition subtraction. 2 PE

facts through surtls'qf 18.:
,

Discoverts and then memorizes addi-
tion and subtraction facts through
sums of,18.

Recalls addition and subtraction
facts through sums of 1.8.

. i
Discovers and then memorizes addi- LO

tion and subtraction. facts through
sums of 18.
. A'

Recalls addition andsubtra(tion ,2 eE

facts through sums -of 18)

)
Discovers and then memorizes addi`- 2 LO

tion4hqd subtractiop facts through
sums of IC It

. ,I

Recalls addition and subtraction 2 PE

facts throygh sums of 18.

2 LO

2 PE

Discoyers.and then memorizes .addi-

tion and subtraction factsthrough
SAABS of

2 LO
.1

calls- a dition and "subtraction .2 PE

cts through sums of 18.

rUses basic multiplicption facts to
Corresponding division facts through
products of 81.

I

Recalls mu tipliCation and division
facts thr ugh products of 81.

2

3 LO

3 PE

LO



. I ,

Learner Objective (LO) or

Item # SAT Objective Performance Expectation (PE) Grade

7 Multiplies within parenthoes and then Computes multi-operational problems 7-8 LO

adds. jby applying the tAile far the order
of operation.

I

8 Recognizes a numeral 'distributed
into two fAtors.

. Adds alidistAbtracts 3-digit numbers

with regrouping (carrying.and
borrowing).

Acalls multiplication and division'
cts through products of 81.

Computes multi operational"' problems
by applying the rule for the order
of operation.

Adds and subtracts whole numbers;
multiplies airy whole number by a
2-digit number; and divides any whole
number,by. a 1-digit number.

9 Relates two prodvcts with a common- Computes mul10-operational problems

factor and an unequal second factor. by applying 10-
operational
rule for'the order

of operation.

10 Derives two division facts.

3 PE

4

3 PE

7-8 LO

6 PE

7-8 LO

Adds and subtracts whole numbers;
multiplies any whole number by a

6 PE
(

2-digit ndmber; and divides any whole
number' by a 1-digit number'. '

a

Uses basic multiplication facts and 3 LO .

corresponding division facts through
products of 81.

4 Recalls mulfiplication and division 3 PE::

facts through products of 81.

11 Derives two division facts with
remainders.

OF

12 iDerives two division facts with
remaipd6rs.

.1

4.

DiviOes with 1-digit divisor and 4 LO
quotient three digits or .less.

t 6

Adds and(tubtracts whole numbers; 6 PE

multiplies any whole number by a,
2-digit number; and divides any whole,
number by a 1-digit number.

Divides with 1-digit divisor and , 4 LO

quotient three digits or:less.

Adds and subtracts whole numbers; . 6 PE

multiplies any whole number:by a
'2-digit number; and divides any ohole

-23-

23

number by a lAigitlhumber.
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/.

Item # SAT ,Objecti ve

13 Multipfies a three-digit factor with
a medial zero by a one -digit fattor.

14 Multiplies a three-digit factor
with a medial zero by a one-digit
factor.

15 Simplifies th."expression within
the pa/renthe es before rilultiplying.

ASY

Learner Objective (0) or
Performance Expectation VL)

Finds the product of all whole
numbers.

, Adds and subtracts whole numbers;
multiplies any whole number by a
2-digit number; and divides any whole
number by a 1-digit number.

Grade

5 LO

6.13L

Finds the product of all, whole 5 LO
numbers.

Adds and subtracts whole numbers;
multiplies any whole number by a
2-digit number; and divides any whole
number by a 1-digit number.

Computes multi-operational problems
by applying the rule for the order
of operation.

Recalls addition and subtraction
facts through sums of 18..

Discovers and then memorizes addi-
tion and subtraction facts through
sums of 18.

6 PE

, 7-8 LO

2 PE

2 LO

Recalls multiplication and division 3 PE

facts through products of 81.

Uses basic multiplication.facts to 11,L0
corresponding division facts through
products of 81.

16 Adds two unit fractions with different Adds and subtracts commonly used

denominators. fractions and mixed numbers with
unlike denominators.

17 Compares the values of the two
common fractions with equal
numerAtors.

18 . Renames improper fractions as
0

"mixed numerals."

19 Compares two fractional represen-
tations of a whole number.

-24-

6 LO

Adds and subtracts commonly-used 44.1r 6 PE

fraetions (mixed and common) with .

unlike denominators.

Orders fractions from least to
greatest using "< and " 7".

Orders fractions from least to
greatest using "< " and " 7".

Orders fractions froin least to
greatest using " < " and " 7".

24

5 LO

5LO,

5 LO



Learner Objective (LO) or

Item # SAT Objective. Performance Expectation (PE) Grade

20 Recognizes a numeral distributed into Computes multi-operational problems 7-8- LO

two factors. by applying the rule for the order
of operation.

Adds and subtracts whole numbers; 6 PL
multiplies any whole number by a
2-digit number; and divides any whole
number .by a 1-digit number.

21' Simplifies the expression within
the parentheses before performing
any other operation.

Computes mult-k-operational problems
by applying tliel.rule for the order
of operation.

Adds and subtracts whole numbers;
multiplies any whole number by a
i-digit number; and divides any whole
number by a 1-digit number.

22 Compares the value 'of a decimal Expresses fraction as decimals to
fraction with a common.airaction. hundredths.

23 Simplifies the expression within the Computes multi-operational problems
parentheses before.multiplying. by applying the rule for.the order

of operation.

24 Simplifies the expression within the
parentheses before subtracting.

A-

25 Multi lies a two-digit numbll by

a on -digit multiplier and renames
ones.

I
26 Finds the value of a sentence

place.holder by subtracting.

Adds and subtracts whole numbers;
multiplies any whole number by a
2-digit number; and divides any whole
number by a 1-digit number..

7-8 LO

6 PE

5 LO

7-8 LO.

6 PE.

Computes multi-operational problems 7-8 LO
by applying the rule for the order
of operation.

Adds and subtracts whole numbers; 6 PE.'

multiplies any whole number by a
2-digit number; and divides any whole
.number by a 1-digit number.

Multiplies with one factor-less than 3L0
.100 and the other factor less than 10.

Adds an .Subtracts whole numbers; 6 PE
mult 18 any whole number by a

:2-d it number; and divides any whole
number by a 1-digit number.

Uses algebraic techn-igues and des- 8 PE
cribes their relationship to the k

properties of the real numbers.

-25-

25



Learner Objective (1.0) or

Item ft SAT Objective prrformahce_Lxpectation 011

Subtracts a three-digit subtahe6d and subtracts two 3-digit

from a three-digit minuend, and .numbers with regrouping.
renames tens and hundreds in a prob-
lem which involves a disappearing
left. digit.

2/

Adds and subtracts 3-digit numbers
with regrouping'(carrying and
borrowing).

28 Divide^s a three-digit numeral by Divides with a 1-digit divisor and

a one-digit divisor and renames tens. quotient three digits-or less.

Adds and subtracts whole numbers; 6*,
multiplies any whole number by a

* 2- digit number; and divides any whole

number by a 1-digit number.

29 Divides a three digit numeral by
a one-digit divisor and renames
tens.

30 Finds a unit fraCtion of a multiple
of the denominator.

31 Divides a two-digit numeral by a
two-digit divisor.

4
32. Adds a broken column of four addends

with renaming.

4

3 Subtracts a three-digit subtrahend
from a four-digit minuend, and ;

renames tens and hundreds in a
problem which involves a.disappeaning
left digit.

r
Sb

Grade

3 LO

?-FE-

4 LO

Divides with a 1-digit divisor and 4 LO

quotient three digits or less.

Adds aid subtracts whole numbers; 6 PE

multiplies any whole number by a
2-digit number; and divides any whole
number by a 1-digit numher.

Adds, subtracts, multiplies; and
divides fractions and mixed numbers.

Multiplies and divides mixed and
common fractions.

Divides by two-digit divisors and
expresses the quotient as a mixed

number.

7-8 LC

6 PE

5 LO

Shows proficiency in adding and sub- '4 LO'

tra.cting whole numbers.

Adds and s acts whble numbers;
multiplies any Whole number by a
27-digit number;-and divides any whole
number by a 1-digit number.

6 PE

Shows proficiency in adding and sub- 4 LO

tracting whole numbers.

Adds and"subtracts'whole numbers; o ^PE

multiplies any whole number by a .

2-digit number; and divides any loll?
number by a 1-digit number.

-26-- 26 e.
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Item #

tearner'Objective.(LO) or

SAT Objective Performance Expectation (PL) Grade

34 Adds two fractions which have a common Adds and subtracts fractions having 4 LO
denominator and a sum less than one, like denominato-rs.

Adds and subtracts like-denominator 6 PE
fractions and commonly used decimals.

.35 Multiplies a three-digit numeral by Multiplies with two-digit .multipliers. 4 LO
a two-digit multiplier with a zero in .

the multiplicand and renames ones and Adds and subtracts whole numbers; 6 PE
.

tens. . , multipligT any whole number by a.
2-digit number; and dividesany. whole

36 Multiplies a three-digit numeral
by a two-digit multiplier and
renames ones and tens. ..!

7 Finds the minuend in a horizontal
algorithm whed the subtrahend and
remainder are known.

38 Estimates the .value of the quotient
when the dividend and divisor are
known.

1

number by a 1-digit number.

Multiplies with two-digit multipliers. 4 LO

Adds and\stAbtracts whole numbes;°
multiplies any whole number by a
2-digit number; and divides any whole
number by a:1-digit number.

6 RE

Shows proficiency in adding and sub-, 4 LO
/tracting whole numbers.

Adds and subtracts whole numbers;
multiplies any whole number by a
2-digit number; and divides any whole
number by a 1-digit number.

Divides by two-digit divisors and-
expresses the quotient as'a mixed
number.

Estimates by rounding.
L

6 PE

.5 LO

4 LO

39 Subtracts a.four-digit subtrahend Shows laroficiency in addirilg and sub- 4 LO-
from a five-digit minuend, with a tracting whole numbers:
zero in the minuend and renaming in

Adds and subtracts wholq numbers;
multiplies any whole number by a
2-digit number; and divides any whole
number by a 1-digit number.

Finds the product of all whole
with a zero in the ones position of numbers.

the multiplier and renaming.

all positions.

40 Multiplies two three-digit numerals,

Adds and subtracts whole numbers;
multiplies any whole number by a
2-digit number; and divides any whole
number by a,l-digit number.

6 PE

5 LO

6 PE



Item #

41

-4

SAT Objective

Multiplies a three-digit numeral
by a tyro -digit multiplier with

renaming-.

42 Adds two fractions which have a
common denominator and a sum greater
than one.

43 Divides a four-digit numeral by a
one-digit divisor and-obtains, a
quotient with a zero the tens
place.

.

44 Divides a two-digit numeral by a
one-digit diviSor and-obtains a
quotient with a remainder.

_45 Finds the least common denominator
for three fractions with unlike
denominators./

APPLICATIONS

1 Determining a specific rate.

2 Determining a specific rate.

4

3 Determining a specific rate based
upon an average.

-28-

-Learner Objective (LO) or
Performance Expectation (PEI Grade

Multiplies with two-digit multipliers. 4 LO

Adds and subtracts whole numbers;
multiplies any whole number by a-
2 -digit number; and divdes any whole
number by a 1-digit number.

6 PE

Adds and subtracts fractions having 4 LO

like denominators.

Adds and subtracts-like-denominator 6 PE
fractions and commonly used decimals.

Divides with a 1-digit divisor and 4 LO
quotient three digits or less.

Adds and subtracts-whole numbers;
multiplies any whole number by a
2-digit number; and divides any whole
number by a.1-digit number.

Divides with one-digit divisors
having one or two-digit quotients.

Multiplies and divides 2- digit num-
bers by 1-digit numbers.

Adds and subtracts commonly-used
fractions (mixed and common) with
unlike denominators.

6 PE

3 LO

3 PE

6 PE

Uses basic multiplication facts and 3 LO

corresponding division facts through
products of 81.

Solves simple ratio, proportion, and 6 PE
percent problems.

Searches for and finds ways of ob- 5 LO
taming ratios equal to a given ratio.

Solves simple ratio, proportion, and 6 PE

percent problems.

SeartheS for and finds ways of-ob- . 5 LO

taining rat-Ws equal to a give ratio.

Solves simple ratio, proportion, and. 6 PE
percent problems.

28



I

4

Item # .SAT Objective

4 Determining a specific rate by
division.

5 Subtracting to find a remainder.

6 Adding and subtracting'in a
two-step sequence.

7 Dividing to find a number of
equal units.

8 Adding and subtracting in a two-
step sequence.

Dividing in order to fin
of a unit number.

10 Determining a rate per uni
time by multiplication.

"how many"

11 Dividing to fink: number o
equal units.

,

A

Learner Objective (LO) or
Performance Expectation (PE) Grade

Uses operations of multiplication
and division involibg money
expressions.

5 LO

Solves simple ratio, proportion, and 6 PE

percent problems.

iscovers and the q memorizes addition 2 LO
subtraction facts through sums

of 18.

Recalls the addition and subtraction
facts th'rough sums of 18.

2 PE

Groups materials and records results 2 LO
--for-addition-And subtraction with

carrying and borrowing for twoLdigit
''numbers ,,..then performs the algorithm

without the use of objects.

Adds and subtracts through 3-digit
numbers with regrouping.(carifing
and borrgwing).

-29-

Uses basic multiplication facts-and
.corresponding division facts through
products of 81.

`2 PE

3 LO

Recalls multiplication and division 3 PE
facts through products of 81.-

Uses operations-of addition and sub- .4 LO

traction involving money expression.
I

Measures and computes measurements
using the four basic operations.

Uses operations of multiplication
and division involving money
expressions.

Multiplies numbers by multiples of
10 and,100.

Solves simple ratio, proportion, and
percent problems.

Uses basic multiplication fpcts and
corresponding division facts through
products of 81.

.6 PE

5L0,,

4 LO

6 PE

3 LO

Solves simple ratio, proportion, and 6 PE
percent problems

29



Item SAT Objective.

12 Finding the total number of objects
which are expressed in different
measures of quantity.

13 Multiplying and adding in a two-
step sequence.

14 Findtng the difference between
two dates in a table.

15 Finding.thv difference between
two dates in a table.

16 Rounding the price of an item and
estimating the price for a number
of items.

17 Translating the verbal problem
into a mathematical sentence;.

18 Rounding three prices to estimate
a total price.

-30-

Learner Objective (LO) nr

Performance Expectation (_PE) Grade

Groups materials and records results 2 LO
for addition and subtraction with
carrying and borrowing for two7digit
number, then performs tt algorithm
without the use f objects. (Key
vocabulary to t

i t
s item are dozen

and pair.))".
--, 0

Adds and subtracts through 3-digit
numbert with regrouping (carrying '
and borrowing). I.

Uses opera Sons of multiplication
and division,involving money
expressions.

2 PE

5 LO

Measures and computes nasurements 6 PE
using the four basic op rations.

Extends ability-to read, interpret, 7 -8 L

and make graphs and tables.

Compares measurements of time. 4 LO

Makes, reads, and interprets tables 6 PE
and commonly-used schedules.

Extends ability(to read, interpret, 7-8 L
and make graphs and tables.

Compares measurements of time.

Makes, reads, and interprets tables
and commonly-used schedules.

4 i0

6 PE

Rounds decAls to the nearest tenth, 5 LO'
nearest whole number, nearest
hundredths, or nearest thousandths;

qses operations of multiplication and 5 LO
division involing money expressions.

Measures and computes measurements
usipTthe four basic operations.

No match.

Ao.

6 PE

Rounds decimals to the nearest tezlth, 5 LO
nearest whole number, nearest h dredth,
or nearest thousandth.

Uses operations of addition and sub- 4 LO
traction involving money expressions.

Measures and computes measurements 6 PE
using the four basic operations.

30 0



Item # -SAT Objective

1 Determining a specific rate.

II*
,

. ,

20 Finding a unit fraction of a
number.

. 21 Translating a verbal problem into
.a mathematical sentence,

22 ,Adding times expressed in hours
and minutes.

23 Translating &verbal problem into
a mathematicailkentence.

24 Finding a'unit fraction of a
number. i

25 Determining correct change by
adding and subehcting..

4.

L.

26 Determining whatlaNitiohal
information is needN.

27 Using a bar 'graph to determine
specific information.

I
Learner Objective '(M) or

Performance Expectation (PE)
>

Uses operations of multiplication
and division involving money
expressions. (Students will need
to know the meaning of dozen.)

Solves simple ratio, proportion, and
percent problems.

ambers

and subtracts through 3-digit
ambers with regrouping (carrying R

and. borrowing).

Uses ratios to compare quantities
and measurements of objects.

Grade

5 LO

6 RE

2 PE

6 PE

Solves simple ratio, proportion, and 6 PE

percent problems.

No match.

Computes with numbers which have been 5 LO

derived from different-measurements
of ,Ome.

Measures and computes measurements 6 PE

using the four basic operations. ,

No match.

Adds, subtracts, multiplies, and
divides fractions and mixed numbers.

Multiplies jind divides mixed and
common fraktions.

7-8 LO

6 PE

Uses operations of addition and sub- 4 LO

traction involving money expressions.

Makes chT through five dollars. 4 LO

Measures and computes measurements - 6 PE .

using the four basic operations. 0

Asks appropriate questions to iden-
tify and clarify a problem and
determines the information needed
to solve the problem.

FPO III
6 PE

Interprets data given in bar)graphs. 2 LO

Orders numbers to 100,000.

-31- .
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4 LO



Item # SAT Objective

28 .using a bar graph to make a
comparison.

29 Using a bar graph to co
frequencies.

30. Converting standard units of
linear 'measure.

31 Finding 50% of an amount of
money.

32 Multiplying and subtracting in a

* two-step sequence.

33 Fihding a total when apart of
its fractional representation
f the whole is known.

34 Cbiterpreting a'Map scale to
determine relative distances.

I

35 Finding the area of a region.

36 Expressing a part of the total
.'\as a fraction.

Lear er Objective (LO) or

Perforiance Expectation (PE) Grade

Interpr data given in bar graphs. 2 LO

Estimates sums and unknown addends by 4 LO
rounding or by performing two steps.

Estimates measurements and does - 6 PE-

arithmetic mentally.

Interprets data given in bar graphs. 2 LO

Estimates sums and unknown addends by 4.1.0

rounding or by performing two steps.

Estimates measurements and does -6 PE
ar4-thmettc -mentally.

MeasureS and computes measurements
using the four basic operations.

Solves percent problems.

Solves simple ratio, proportion, and
percent problems.

Multiplies 2:digit numbers by 1-digit
numbers without regrouping.

Adg and subtracts 3-digit numbers A'
*with regrouping (carrying and
borrowing).

Uses ratios to compare quantities and
measurements of objects.

6 PE

7-8

6 PE

3 PE

3 PE

6 PE

N Solves simple ratio, proportion, and 6 PE

percent problems.

.,Searches fOr and finds ways 'of ob- 5 LO
taining ratios equal .to a -given ratio.

Solves simple ratio, proportion, and 6 OE

percent problems.

-32-

Finds- areas of regions by using 4 LO

different types of grids.

Reads and writes cdmmon and mixed 4 LO

`fractons.

5 LO

6 PE

Investigates ways to sxpress
fractions in lowest tetdms.

Uses ratios to compare quantities
and measurements of objects.

32



Item i SAT Objective

37 Determining what percent of a
figure is shaded.

38 Converting standard units of
liquid measure.

39 Determining and analyzing 'a
specific rate.

40 Subtrdcting twomeasures and
converting into another unit of
measure.

V

Learner Objective (LO) or

Performance Expectation -(PE). grade

Solves percent problems. 7-8 LO

Solves simple ratio, proportion, and 6 PE
percent problems.

Making, reads, and interprets tables 6 PE
and cdmmonly-Used schedules..

Searches for and finds ways. of ob- 5 LO
taining ratios equal to a given ratio.

Uses ratios to compare quantities 6 PE%
and measurements of objects.

Solves simple ratio, proportion, and 6 PE
percent problems,

Measure '_and computes measurements .6.PE
using the four basic operations.

-33, 33
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Appendix B

Items Not Matched to Grade 6 PEs
and Gr. 5 Learner Objectives

Item # Description. Grade.PE/L0

Concepts 2 ltdentifies the missing terms in a number sentence 2 LO

, which illustrates the associative property of addition.

3 Identifies the missing number in an ordered pair. 7-8 LO

4 . Identifies the number of the empty set.

5, , Chooses the number which belongs to a given number
series.

7-8 LO

6 Identifies the numeral expressed, in expanded notation. 7-8 LO

7 Chooses the number sentence which describes a given

operation.

8 PE

12 Selects a set consisting only of odd numbers. 2 LO

,4

13 Chooses a number sentence which explains the multi-
plicative identity.

8 PE

14 Identifies division as the inverse of multiplication.

16 Chooses a triangle which is similar to a given triangle. 4 LO

17 Trans a fard form of a given number into its

Arabic numeral.

20 Subtracts in the finite system of a clock module. 3 PE

21 Identifies a line segment. 3 PE

22

23

Identifies ajraction which is equivalent to a given

fraction.
111,

Determines the measurement of the shaded area of a

rectangular figure.

4 LO

4 LO

27 Rounds a given number to the nearest hundred. 4 LO

)
28 Identifies two disjoint sets. -

29 Chooses a figure which has a right angle. . 3 PE

10 Solves a problem in elementary logic, using Venn

diagams...

-

34 Determines the number of units from one point to another`

on a number line.'

8 PE

0 44-



35 Identifies another name fora given numeral represented 7. -8 LO

in exponential form.

Computation

1 Derives two addition facts. 2.PE

2 Dives two, addition faits. 2 PE?,

3 Derives two addition fitcts. 2 PE

4 , Derives two subtraction facts. 2 PE

5 Derives two subtraction facdt 2 PE

6 Derives two'multiPlicatioD facts. 3 PE

7 Multiplies within parentre1 and then adds. 7-8 LO

10 Derives twq division facts. 3 PE

15 Simplifies the LpressiOn within the parentheses. before 7-8 LO
multiplying.

21 Simplifies the expression within the parentheses before 7-8 LO
perform-Lug/any other operation.

23 Simplifies the expression within the parentheses before 7-8 LO
multiplying.

'1

24 Simplifies the expFession within the parentheses before 7-8 LO
subtracting.

26. Finds the value of a sentence placeholder by subtracting. 8 PE

27 Subtracts a three-digit subtrahend from a three-digit 3 PE
minuend, and renames tens and hundreds in a problem
which involves a disappearing left digs. $

44 Divides a two-digit numeralty a one-digit divisor and 3 PE

obtains a quotient with a remainder.
\

Applications

5 Subtracting to find a remainder. 2 PE

6 Adding and subtracting in a two-step sequence. . 2 PE

7 Dividing to find a number of equal units. 3 PE

12 Finding the total numter of objects which are expressed 2 PE

in different measures of quantity.

17 4 Translating the verbal problem into a mathematical
sentence.

-35-
35

wt.



21 Translating a verbal problem into a mathematical
sentence.

23 Translatiig a verbal. problem into a mathematical
sentence.

JP

27 Using a bar graph to determintxpecific information. 2 LO

32 Multiplying and subtracting in a two-step sequence. 3 PE

35 Finding the area of a region. 410

5,"
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Appendix C

Grade 6 PES Not Addressed

Performance xpectation,

Adds and subtracts like-denominator fractions and commonly- ,

used decimals.

Pultiplies and, divides ls. t

Adds and subtracts, commonly-used
with unlike denominators.

sr

Comments

Partial match by 2 items.

No match.

tions (mixed and common) Partial match by 2 items.

Multiplies and divides mixed and common fractions. Partial match by 2, items.

Estimates and measures length; capacity, and mass (weight) of
objects using standard units.

Measures and computes measurements using the four basic
,operations.

Explains the interrelationship of the metric units.

Identifies, names and draws. various geometric figures.

Classifies plane and solid geometric figures into various
subsets using different specialized properties.

Uses correct terminology in, describing the properties of Match by 1 item.
geometric figures.

Partial match by 1 item.

Partial match.

No match.

No match.

No match.

Makes graphs and table's to display and compare measurement
data.

No match.

"Makes, reads, and interprets tables and commonly-used schedules. Partial match

f


